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MARKET UPDATE 
Round Tomatoes: With a little rain over 
the weekend and the majority of FL 
producers moving out of South Florida 
before they normally do, the state’s 
overall volume is lighter this week. 
However, the Palmetto/Ruskin crops are 
healthy with no major issues and are 
bringing nice-quality product to market. 
There are a few minor cosmetic issues 
(scarring and mis-shape) here and there, 
but the fruit is solid and packers can 
easily sort those out.  Since growers are 
harvesting mostly crown picks and a few 
2nds, the sizing profile is moving 
up.  Look for a mostly steady supply from 
the R/P area for the next few weeks, 
barring any major weather.  Mexico’s 
round tomato volumes remain light as 
West Mexico’s season for both vine-ripes 
and mature greens begins to wind down. 
Both Baja and the CA desert are 
expected to start during the week of May 
11th, which will ease the current 
limitations in supply.  
 
Roma Tomatoes:  Although Florida has 
great quality on the current roma crops in 
the Ruskin/Palmetto area, supply remains 
limited by design. With Mexico’s volume 
quite shy of normal, the demand for FL 
product continues to be high.  The 
projected increases from Northern Mexico 
have been slow to come but we should 
see improved supply as we move into 
May, albeit less than most years.  One 
grower in Baja has just gotten started and 
has kept the fruit in Mexico so far, but 
should begin crossing a few romas next 
week.  
 
Grape Tomatoes: Grape production out 
of Ruskin/Palmetto has continued 
regularly and is up just a bit over previous 
weeks as we’re seeing foodservice 
demand return slowly. Quality continues 
to be nice.  Mexico grape tomato 
production is working through transition 
but seems to have adequate volumes to 
offer so far. Mainland production is in 
seasonal decline, with most growers 
expected to tap out in mid-May.  Baja has 
started in a light way but won’t have 
strong numbers until the latter part of the 
month.  
 
Bell Peppers: Bell peppers are 
challenging and look to remain so for at 
least a few more weeks. Peppers are very 
short in FL with mostly pallet quantities 
available and limited volume on all 

sizes.  South FL is pretty much finished 
with the pepper season but there’s still a 
little remaining product with hit or miss 
quality.  There’s a few in Plant City but 
volume is minimal as plantings are light 
this year.  The East will look to pull from 
Mexico and CA until the GA crop gets 
underway in the 3rd week of May. Looking 
to the West, the Sinaloa region in Mexico 
is coming up on the end of the season 
and are bringing only light supplies to 
Nogales.  Coachella is in full production 
but overall demand for this product is 
very strong and there’s not enough to 
cover the entire country.  
 
Cucumbers: Mainland Mexico continues 
to see production increases as the last of 
the northern Mexico growers gets started 
with spring crops. Last weekend’s 100+ 
degree temperatures brought on a lot of 
growth and there are a lot of large 
cucumbers in the market. Another grower 
in Baja, Mexico got underway this week 
so there are also good numbers available 
in Otay Mesa. There looks to be a lot of 
production during the transition so we 
don’t foresee any gaps in availability.  As 
for the East, South and Central FL are 
past the peak of the spring cucumber 
season, so volume is on the decline. 
Supply remains light to moderate and 
quality is mostly good despite several 
recent rain events. GA will start in a light 
way next week and should see volumes 
in 10-14 days. 
 
Green Beans: Beans remain shy in FL. 
The southern part of the state is finished 
and the central areas have seen 
production and yields hampered by 
weather so there’s not been a lot of 
product this week.  North FL farms are 
just starting up and should see more 
volume over the next week or so.   GA is 
on tap to start next week but recent 
weather could delay things a little. The 
West has plenty of product to help out as 
both Guasave and the CA desert have 
good supply for fresh market use.  
 
Summer Squash: With a trickle left in 
South FL, Plant City at the midpoint of the 
season, and GA starting last week, 
there’s a decent amount of squash 
available in the East.  There’s a wide 
range of quality, especially on yellow. 
There was wind and rain on crops last 
week and many of the Plant City farms 
were harvesting from older crops.  Look 
for improvements in quality consistency 
 

and volume next week as Plant City 
farms move into new blocks and the 
GA crop gains momentum. In Mexico, 
volume is coming off as the heat comes 
on. Northern growing areas expect 
triple digit temperatures for the next 15 
days or so. This will not only affect 
current crops but will also create supply 
issues down the road.  CA production 
is expected to come online in late May 
so we could experience some 
intermittent challenges during the 
coming month. 
 
Eggplant:  Eggplant continues to wind 
down in Mexico and will remain in short 
supply until production fully transitions 
to the CA desert.  The older Mainland 
fields are producing mostly #2 fruit and 
have quality and sizing issues.  The CA 
desert is looking to start up by this 
weekend.  A few farms attempted to 
start this week, but they were a few 
days ahead of any type of sizing.on the 
desert’s round, cannonball-shaped fruit. 
Unfortunately, there’s not much help 
coming from the East.  South FL 
numbers are very light as farms move 
toward the end of the season in 
another couple of weeks. There should 
be a few start in Plant City next week to 
help cover May’s demand, but we’re 
looking at the 1st of June before GA 
adds to the mix. 
 
Colored Bell Peppers:  With Canadian 
crops in a natural downturn of the 
growing cycle and Mexican production 
in transition, colored bell peppers have 
snugged up firmly this week with reds 
especially short.  As usual in a short 
supply situation, growers have pushed 
any harvests they can so greening has 
become a concern. In 10-14 days, 
Canada’s houses will be back on the 
upswing and new crops will start in 
Mexico so there are better days ahead.  
 
Organic Veg:  Organic green bells 
remain very snug as Mexico’s transition 
has been challenging. Although the CA 
desert has fruit, there’s only one grower 
with significant volume.  We should see 
a bit more fruit in the next few weeks, 
but supply will be snug until Bakersfield 
is in business in a month.  Cucumbers 
are holding their own with a steady 
stream of product.  Squash numbers 
are lighter this week and could see 
further effects from the heat, but Baja 
should get rolling in two weeks.  
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Health and safety will remain a top concern for consumers once stay-at-
home restrictions are lifted, according to a nationwide survey, Eating 2020: 
How COVID-19 Will Change Consumer Engagement With Food. The vast 
majority of those surveyed want grocery stores to have employees wear 
face masks and encourage social distancing. However, when presented 
with all safety options, shoppers are most concerned about the perceived 
health threat posed by other customers, more so than employees.   

“These findings contribute data to what we’ve believed to be true, that 
groceries should prepare to meet consumer expectations for health and 
safety for some time to come,” said Hinda Mitchell, president of Inspire PR 
Group. “Clearly defined protocols around how these businesses will keep 
their customers safe — mostly from other customers — will be critical to 
restoring trust and confidence.” 

National PR firm Inspire PR Group and full-service market research firm 
Illuminology released the results of the survey, which gauged more than 
1,800 U.S. consumers’ food purchasing trends before, during and after the 
COVID-19 stay-at-home restrictions.  

Online to Decline 

Additional insights reveal that although grocery chains saw a surge of new 
customers for online pickup and delivery orders in April 2020, these 
platforms are likely to see significant declines back to pre-COVID-19 levels 
or lower after stay-at-home restrictions are lifted. The survey found that of 
the recently acquired shoppers, more than one-third are unlikely to use 
online pickup and nearly half are unlikely to use online delivery when 
restrictions are lifted.   

The research was conducted April 17-20 and surveyed 1,300 U.S. 
consumers and an additional sample of 500 Ohio consumers. The survey 
asked respondents about their grocery and restaurant behaviors in the first 
two months of 2020 before COVID-19 became a crisis in the U.S., 
behaviors during stay-at-home orders in April, and how consumers 
anticipate their behaviors will change in the first 60 days following when 
orders are lifted. 

“Overall, these data tell a story of consumers’ changing purchase patterns 
before, during, and after an incredible shock to our economic and health 
systems,” said Orie Kristel, CEO of Illuminology. “Groceries and restaurants 
need to be especially cautious when planning their operations after COVID-
19 stay-at-home restrictions are lifted. Although many customers likely 
crave a great dining or shopping experience, many customers are also 
concerned about potential monetary or health issues.” 

Additional insights from the U.S. survey of 1,300 respondents revealed:   

Grocery Store Behaviors Will Change 

 -Stockpiling extra nonperishable foods and household supplies is likely to 
continue, with four in 10 respondents saying they are very likely to buy and 
store these items after stay-at-home restrictions are lifted. 

  

 -Consumers are fearful of other shoppers making them ill. Approximately 
23 percent of shoppers most prefer that customers wear face masks and 
18 percent prefer that the number of customers in the store be limited. 

  

 -When the shelter-in-place restrictions are lifted, in-store visits will 
increase, but online shopping will decrease or remain flat. 

 

KEEP YOUR EYE ON THE CONSUMER 
Online to Decline, Stockpiling to Stay Post COVID-19 
www.theproducenews.com, April 30, 2020  

 

 
TRANSPORTATION FACTS 

*For the 16th week in a row, 
the National Diesel Average 
price declined, moving from 
$2.48 to $2.44 over the past 
seven days.  

*The average price for a 
gallon of diesel is $.73 lower 
than the same time last year.  

*All regions of the country 
reported price declines 
ranging from $.03-$.06 per 
gallon.  The Gulf Coast and 
the West Coast had the most 
significant drops of $.06 and 
$.05 per gallon, respectively. 

*As usual, California has the 
highest price at $3.21 per 
gallon while the Gulf Coast 
remains the low-price leader 
at $2.21 per gallon.  

*The WTI Crude Oil price rose 
for the first time in several 
weeks and now comes in at 
$15.06 per barrel.  This is 
9.3% increase from the prior 
week’s $13.78 price tag.   

*With the exception of a slight 

shortage in Central and South 
Florida, there’s an ample 
amount of trucks available to 
move fresh produce this 
week.  
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NEWS BITES FROM CHEF WIL 
Contributed By: Wil Wilbur, Lipman’s Manager of Culinary Development 
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ITEM QUALITY PRICING 
 

Bell Pepper     Varied       Higher 
 

Cucumber     Good       Steady 
 

Eggplant     Varied       Elevated 
 

Green Beans     Good       Steady 
 

Jalapenos     Good       Lower 
 

Onions     Good       Lower 
 

Squash     Good       Higher 
 

Tomatoes     Good       Higher 
 

MAY CALENDAR 
All Month 
National Salad Month 
May 3rd-9th         
National Family Week 
National Small Business Week 
May 4th  
National Orange Juice Day 
May 5th  
Cinco de Mayo 
National Hoagie Day 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Ruskin, FL Weather 

PRODUCE BAROMETER 
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Online grocery sales for home delivery and store pickup in April 2020 reached a new record. 
According to the latest Brick Meets Click/Symphony RetailAI online grocery survey conducted April 22-25, 
online grocery sales reached $5.3 billion for a 30-day period, representing a 37% increase over March 
sales.  
 
Survey results indicate a combination of factors drove this significant month-over-month sales growth, 
starting with a 33% increase in the total number of online orders made per month.  Also contributing to the 
surge: a 3% increase in order size from $82 to $85 as households continue to stock up on essential 
products during the COVID-19 outbreak. 
  
The number of active online grocery shoppers who received a home delivery or store pickup order grew 
slightly more than 1% from the previous month, bringing the total number of U.S. households shopping 
online for groceries to about 40 million for April. These online shoppers placed an average of 1.6 orders for 
either delivery or pickup during the past 30 days, compared to 1.2 orders during March.  
 
Slightly more than one-quarter (26%) of the surveyed households that had not bought groceries online in 
the last 30 days said they were extremely or very likely to try online shopping in the next three months. 
 
Shopper satisfaction improved only slightly during the month, based on the likelihood to shop the same 
service provider again. In April 50% of households said they were likely to shop from the same provider 
again compared to 47% in March. According to Brick Meets Click, this reflects the challenges posed to 
online grocery shopping by out-of-stocks and limited availability for pickup and delivery time slots, as 
demand continues to outpace capacity. 
  
Other notable findings include: 
•    47% of all the households surveyed reported a high level of concern about getting the virus. 
•    39% of all respondents reported a 25% or greater drop in their monthly income compared to the 
January/February 2020 time period. This represents an estimated 49 million households, a number that 
goes beyond unemployment figures to include people still working, but earning less. 
 
"These two factors are particularly important for retailers to understand,” says David Bishop, partner at 
Brick Meets Click. “The level of concern that customers have about health affects how they choose to shop 
– online or in-store – and the loss of income impacts where consumers shop and what they buy."  
  
The research is part of Brick Meets Click’s monthly monitoring of COVID-19’s impact on online grocery.  
 

 
 
 
 

NATIONAL WEATHER SPOTLIGHT 
Last Week’s Precipitation Totals and Average Temperature Deviations  

 

NEWS IN THE GROCERY TRADE 
Survey: Digital Grocery Sales Hit New Record as COVID-19 Pandemic Continues 
By: Dan Berthiaume, www.chainstoreage.com, April 28, 2020  
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 Questions or comments about the newsletter? 

Contact: joanna.hazel@lipmanfamilyfarms.com 

 

CREATED BY LIPMAN FOR OUR 

VALUED CUSTOMERS 

 

Learn more about us @ 

www.lipmanfamilyfarms.com 

www.suntasticfresh.com  

 

Follow us on 
social media 

 
MARK YOUR CALENDAR  
& PACK YOUR BAGS? 
July 24-25, 2020 

PMA Foodservice Conference & Expo 
Monterey Conference Center/Portola Hotel & Spa 
Monterey, CA 
www.pma.com/events/foodservice 
Look for #TeamLipman at booth 238! 
 
September 17-19, 2020 

SEPC’s Southern Innovations 
Westin Savannah Harbor Golf Resort 
Savannah, GA 
www.southerninnovations.seproducecouncil.com 
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Takeout and delivery are the only restaurant options available for the vast majority of consumers across the country. Based on 
weekly surveys conducted by the National Restaurant Association beginning in late-February, the proportion of consumers 
using these off-premises options remained remarkably consistent throughout the coronavirus crisis.  Fully six in 10 adults say 
they ordered takeout or delivery from a restaurant for a dinner meal last week – a level that has held relatively steady during the 
past two months. In addition, an off-premises lunch purchase was made by roughly four in 10 adults during each of the last nine 
weeks.  Twenty percent of consumers say they picked up a breakfast meal, snack or beverage in the morning from a coffee 
shop or restaurant last week. This is down from roughly three in 10 adults who reported similarly in late-February. 

 
For restaurants that are offering off-premises options, the good news is that many consumers want more. Fifty-two percent of 
adults say they are not ordering takeout or delivery from restaurants as often as they would like. As a point of comparison, 44 
percent reported similarly when the Association fielded the same question in mid-January.  Fifty-eight percent of baby boomers 
say they would like to order takeout or delivery more frequently right now. This is roughly 10 percentage points higher than their 
counterparts in the younger generations. 

 
Not surprisingly, a strong majority of consumers say they would like to be dining out at restaurants more frequently – as this 
option is largely unavailable throughout most of the country. Eighty-three percent of adults say they are not eating on the 
premises at restaurants as often as they would like. This is up from 45 percent who reported similarly in mid-January, and by far 
the highest level in the two decades that the Association has been fielding this survey question.  Baby boomers (90 percent) are 
the most likely to report that they would like to be eating at restaurants more often, though at least three in four adults in each 
age group want to increase their frequency. This suggests that as dining room doors being to reopen, pent-up demand among 
consumers will be strong. 

 
 

RESTAURANT INDUSTRY NEWS 
Consumer Pent-Up Demand for Restaurants Remains Strong 
www.restaurant.org, April 28, 2020 
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